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Where innovation

unites the sciences for justice



The Global Forensic and Justice Center (GFJC) is focused on cross-cutting 
innovation to benefit forensic science and criminal justice. The GFJC not only 
bridges the crime scene to the courtroom, breaking down previously held silos of 
education and training in disciplines, but connects the research to the real-world 
through working partnerships with local, state, national and international agencies. 

We are dedicated to not only creating innovation in the laboratories, but engaging 
in legal, engineering, environmental, nursing, and communication innovations. Our 
outreach events provide opportunities for professionals, researchers, students, and 
future forensic scientists to be connected to cutting-edge research. 

Your support of our signature events throughout 2023 will create a lasting legacy of 
FIU’s impact on forensic science and criminal justice around the world. 

Cross-Cutting Innovation



Our training and educational 
opportunities have a global reach. 

From in-person laboratory trainings 
in Panama and Morocco, to 
virtually hosting more than 100 
speakers from 39 countries, the 
GFJC knows science has no 
boundaries. 

A Global Impact

Here’s just a snapshot of the 
countries we reached in 2022. 



• Free, hybrid event open to 
professionals, researchers, and 
students around the globe

• More than 1,700 registrations in 
2022 from more than 40 
countries

• Nearly 80 hours of CEU-eligible 
content

• 2023 will continue to provide 
global reach with continued 
virtual engagement on a new 
custom event platform

Annual Forensic 
Science Symposium



• Unique two-week hands-on 
course in cutting-edge 
technology and techniques 

• Offered yearly to 12 Cadets at no 
cost since 2009

• Most sought-after internship for 
incoming senior Cadets

ROTC Biometrics and 
Forensics Internship



• Bi-weekly speaker series, 
highlight research, technology, 
best practices, and career advice

• Free and open to professionals 
and students alike

• Virtual platform provides live and 
on-demand access for global 
reach

• Cross-promotion with other 
departments and colleges

GFJC Seminar Series



Not only does your 2023 
sponsorship ensure we 
can create these cost-
effective events but 
benefits the advancement 
of GFJC’s global mission 
by supporting the general 
operating needs of the 
Center. This provides 
funding for training 
programs, research 
projects, and international 
justice initiatives.

What it means to 
support the GFJC



- Recognition on the GFJC 
website as a proud sponsor 

- Recognition at your selected 
sponsor level on press releases 
and news articles associated 
with each event

- Logo placement and/or 
company name placed on all 
printed or produced materials in 
conjunction with each event

- Virtual booths for the Seminar 
Series and Symposium

Your 2023 
Sponsorship Includes
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Forensic Science Symposium 
o Recognition on registration page of the 

Symposium as title sponsor, covering all attendee 
entry fees

o Opportunity to record brief comments for the on-
demand schedule

o Recognition as TITLE sponsor on event 
webpage, attendee communications and 
recorded listing

o Verbal thank you at symposium opening remarks 
o Year-long recognition as TITLE sponsor on on-

demand recording 
o Virtual vendor table 
o Promotional material for virtual meeting bag 

(sponsor provides material)
o Dedicated social media posting of your support

ROTC Internship
o Opportunity to address Cadets during internship, 

remote options available 
o Signed 8x10 Cadet class photo
o Dedicated social media posting of your support

2023 Title Sponsor Benefits
$10,000

GFJC Seminar Series
o Recognition on registration page of the 

Seminar Series as TITLE sponsor, covering 
entry fees

o Opportunity to host a 1-hour session within 
the Seminar Series

o Recognition as TITLE sponsor on event 
webpage, attendee communications and 
recorded listing

o Dedicated social media posting of your 
support
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Forensic Science Symposium 
o Opportunity to record brief comments for the 

on-demand schedule
o Recognition as GOLD sponsor on event 

webpage, attendee communications and 
recorded listing

o Verbal thank you at symposium opening 
remarks 

o Year-long recognition as GOLD sponsor on on-
demand recording 

o Virtual vendor table 
o Inserts in virtual meeting bag (sponsor 

provides material)
o Dedicated social media posting of your support

ROTC Internship
o Signed 8x10 Cadet class photo
o Dedicated social media posting of your support

2022 Gold Sponsor Benefits
$8,000

GFJC Seminar Series
o Recognition on registration page of the Seminar 

Series as GOLD sponsor
o Opportunity to host a 30-minute session within the 

Seminar Series
o Recognition as GOLD sponsor on event 

webpage, attendee communications and recorded 
listing

o Dedicated social media posting of your support
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Forensic Science Symposium 
o Recognition as BLUE sponsor on event 

webpage, attendee communications and 
recorded listing

o Verbal thank you at symposium opening 
remarks 

o Year-long recognition as BLUE sponsor on 
on-demand recording 

o Virtual vendor table 
o Inserts in virtual meeting bag (sponsor 

provides material)
o Dedicated social media posting of your 

support
ROTC Internship

o Signed 8x10 Cadet class photo
o Dedicated social media posting of your 

support

2022 Blue Sponsor Benefits
$5,000

GFJC Seminar Series
o Recognition on registration page of the Seminar 

Series as BLUE sponsor
o Recognition as BLUE sponsor on event 

webpage, attendee communications and 
recorded listing

o Dedicated social media posting of your support



As GFJC is a unit within FIU, any donations or sponsorships received will be 

administered through Florida International University Foundation, Inc., a 501c3 as 

determined by the IRS established in 1969 to encourage, solicit, receive and 

administer gifts for scientific, educational and charitable purposes for the 

advancement of FIU and its objectives.

For Federal Income Tax purposes, the amount of the charitable contribution which 

may be deducted is limited to the excess of any money (or the value of any 

property) contributed over the value of the goods or services received from this 

charity. 

For information on sponsorship and in-kind opportunities, please contact:

Global Forensic and Justice Center

Florida International University

forensics@fiu.edu


